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Executive Summary

I. Executive Summary
Startups are considered an important potential contributor to Egypt’s economic
growth. Consequently, the increased rate of business discontinuation in Egypt, rising
from 2.7% in 2010 to 10.2% in 2017, is cause for concern. Startups in Egypt encounter
myriad challenges that hinder their ability to reach their potential, sustain their market
presence, and actualize their capacity to provide decent job opportunities. Some general
challenges include the difficulty of locating and sustaining funding, the complicated
legal and regulatory framework that governs them, the conservative social norms and
culture, and the lack of data and information regarding market dynamics and existing
opportunities. This policy paper examines Egypt’s startup ecosystem, focusing on human
capital management. It adopts the “decent work” framework presented by the ILO
which defines a decent job as one that is of acceptable quality with respect to productivity,
social protection, rights, and dialogue.
The main research question is: what is needed for startups in Egypt to thrive, and,
more importantly, what can be done to help them provide more decent jobs? Research
data was gathered through primary and secondary resources using different qualitative
research methods. These methods included desk research, a roundtable discussion
with 25 key stakeholders in the startup ecosystem, and one-to-one interviews with 15
experts in the startup ecosystem. The diverse research methods were intended to provide a
comprehensive and representative overview of the status of the startup scene in Egypt
and to help inform policy makers through the formulation of clear policy options. The
policy options intend to enable startups to thrive by creating an enabling environment
for them to create decent jobs and address gaps in the ecosystem.
International experiences reviewed include India, where the startup Infosys allocated
6.5% of its overall revenues to employee training; Tunisia, which has a special law for
incentivizing startups by providing them with grants, work leaves, and tax exemptions;
Taiwan, which is known for its focus on tech startups and provision of governmental
support through the Taiwan Startup Stadium; and Silicon Valley, where the geographic
proximity of tech startups, combined with the research support of surrounding universities
contribute to startup success.
Despite efforts by the Egyptian government, private sector, and civil society to support
startups, research findings revealed that many startups still face challenges with their
Human Capital Management (HCM), whether in the planning, acquisition, development,
or sanction functions. With respect to the planning function, startups faced difficulty in
efficiently planning their employment and talent needs. With respect to the acquisition
function, startups reported a shortage of talent in both hard skills such as IT and marketing,
and in soft skills such as negotiation and communication. Potential explanations for
this shortage are brain drain, where talent is captured and motivated to leave the
country, a lack of sync between higher education curricula and entrepreneurship market
needs, a concentration of available talent in big cities, and unaffordable cost of acquiring
good talent. Additionally, startups face a problem with high employee turnover due to
micromanagement, long working hours, unfriendly work culture, and stressful jobs.
With respect to the development function, startups perceive training to be costly and
often rely on trial and error. Training opportunities offered by government and civil
society may not meet their real needs, may be redundant, and do not cover HCM.
For the sanctions function, startup employees complained about unfair contractual
arrangements, omission of medical and social insurance benefits, and lack of awareness
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among founders and managers about labor laws and code, HCM issues, functions
and procedures. This policy paper identified five policy alternatives that may enhance
Egypt's startup ecosystem and enable startups to thrive, sustain their operations, and
offer more decent jobs.
• Policy Option I calls for enhanced governmental support to startups through a
package of policies, tailored legal services and incentives that meet their needs,
including subsidized social and medical insurance, tax exemptions, flexible work
leave, and the development of a startup job portal to advertise job opportunities.
• Policy Option II calls for strengthening HCM in startups through capacity building
and awareness raising activities and through consultation services by the General
Authority for Investment (GAFI), awareness raising by incubators and accelerators
on the importance of HCM and development of a Code of Ethics for startups.
• Policy Option III suggests capitalizing on Corporate Social Responsibility programs
of large multinationals to mentor startups and for this effort to be coordinated and
initiated by GAFI.
• Policy Option IV focuses on upgrading and linking the higher education curriculum to
entrepreneurship market needs by developing curricula, establishing local training
hubs, and increasing opportunities within startups for internships targeting university
students. This intervention requires Involvement by the Ministry of Higher Education
and Scientific Research.
• Policy Option V promotes enhancing support provided by civil society organizations and
international development partners to startups in Egypt by contributing to awareness
raising about HCM in startups, providing direct funding, and offering specialized
mentorship programs.
After reviewing the advantages and disadvantages of the various suggested policy
options, we recommend the following path going forward in order to better sustain
startups, enable them to thrive, and allow them to offer more decent jobs. It is
recommended that we start with the government placing the role of startups in creating
decent jobs high on its agenda and initiating the recommended Comprehensive Support
Program (Policy Alternative 1). Government can provide tax holidays, paid leaves, and
grants to make the startup ecosystem more supportive. This requires a strong advocacy
campaign by affected stakeholders. Next we recommend capacity building and
awareness raising campaigns for startups concerning Human Capital Management
functions and procedures. To overcome the potentially prohibitive costs entailed, this
should be an effort coordinated by the government but relying mostly on funds allocated
through multinational organizations, civil society organizations and international
development partners (Policy Alternatives 2, 3 & 4). Finally, Policy Alternative 4, concerning
coordination between higher education and market needs, can be pursued as a long
term goal.
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Egypt’s Startup Scene:
Egypt is one of the most populous countries in the Middle East and Africa, with a population
exceeding 100 million in 2020 (CAPMAS, n.d.). Around 700,000 Egyptians seek to join
the workforce every year, a number that increases annually as a consequence of rapid
population growth (Rise Up, 2018). The Egyptian economy is mostly based on services,
which contribute around 51% to GDP. Accordingly, a key opportunity for Egyptian
entrepreneurs lies in deteriorating services in transportation, the food sector, and
events planning (World Bank, n.d.). Entrepreneurship not only promotes economic
growth, but also presents a window of opportunity for unemployed and underemployed
youth. In Egypt, young people constitute around 22% of the total population, comprising
a social power that could either drive or hinder economic and social growth (The startup
manifesto, 2018).
In Egypt, entrepreneurship has contributed positively to economic growth. Between
2007 and 2008, GDP grew by 7.2% with the private sector contributing around 72%
of total growth in 2007 (Figure 1) (Ghanem, 2013). Small and medium enterprises
have led nearly 80% of this growth within the private sector (Ayadi, et al., 2017).
According to the Global Entrepreneurship Index, Egypt’s ecosystem is fast-growing
and was ranked 76th in 2018, as compared with a 91st ranking in 2012 (GEI, 2018).
In the MENA region, Egypt’s start-up ecosystem growth rate is considered the fastest
and second largest after the United Arab Emirates (MENA Venture Investment Report,
2019). However, most enterprises in Egypt are driven by the necessity of generating
sustainable income and guaranteeing a better quality of life without necessarily
focusing on innovative solutions (Henry, 2015). In Egypt, FinTech received the largest
investments in 2018, totaling 12% of all investment deals. It was followed by investments
in e-commerce comprising 11%, and delivery and transport services comprising 8% (MENA
Venture Investment Report, 2019). However, the increased rate of discontinuation of
startups in Egypt, rising from 2.7% in 2010 to 10.2% in 2017, is a serious cause of
alarm (Ismail, Tolba, Barakat, & Meshreki, 2018).
Figure I: In Egypt, Private Sector has contributod with 72% of total growth in 2007
Private Sector
Contribution Percentage
of total growth

Year
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Entrepreneurship develops and evolves within a context-specific ecosystem, which
shapes the environment in which enterprises grow, and acts as a major determinant of their
success or failure. Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) defines an entrepreneurship
ecosystem as made up of nine elements: financing, government policies and
entrepreneurship programs, education and training, research and development, commercial
and legal infrastructure, and physical infrastructure (Ismail et al., 2018). An
entrepreneurial ecosystem further consists of the social norms, funding opportunities,
market dynamics and value web (The startup manifesto, 2018; Schroeder, 2013). A
healthy ecosystem that fosters growth should also focus on developing business clusters to
achieve collective economic impact while also enhancing specific industries (Sherif,
2014). In this regard, it is important to distinguish between necessity-based
entrepreneurship and opportunity-based entrepreneurship. Opportunity-based
entrepreneurship is concerned with researching the market and identifying opportunities
for product or service growth and capitalizing on market gaps (Henry, 2015).
The startup ecosystem is capable of providing a sufficient solution for rising unemployment
as it could generate quality and numerous job opportunities through the hiring cycle (The
startup manifesto, 2018). Working in a startup may also provide a sense of achievement
for entrepreneurs who take part in the birth of a new idea (Forbes, 2017). Moreover, in
joining startups, young and ambitious employees are provided the opportunity to learn
from mentors and experience the impact of the work they do first-hand. Additionally,
due to the flexible nature of a startup work environment, there is room for innovation
and creativity among employees. However, when it comes to managing this valuable
and diverse human capital, many challenges and pitfalls arise in relation to the quality
of employment and human resource management. Some of these challenges are related
to monetary reward, working hours, benefits and job sustainability (Forbes, 2017).
It is estimated that around 75% of startups fail to continue their operations, which
increases employees’ risk in terms of job security (ibid, 2017). Aside from the previously
mentioned opportunities and risks associated with startups, there are additional
challenges related to whether startups are capable and willing to provide decent work
and inclusive, sustainable environment.

Problem Statement:
According to the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor - Egypt National Report (2018), job
creation projections for 55.3% of early-stage Egyptian enterprises(1) remain stagnant
without plans to add any employees over the next five years.
Despite the importance of startups as a potential contributor to economic growth, and their
potential to create new jobs, they are incapable of providing decent job opportunities. The
startup ecosystem in Egypt encounters myriad challenges that hinder startups’ ability to
reach their potential, sustain their market presence, and fulfil their capability to provide
decent job opportunities.

1- Early-stage startups: These are startups in the first stage of their life cycle--they are either currently
establishing their businesses or their businesses are younger than 3.5 years (Ismail, et al., 2018).
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Policy Objective, Research Question and Methodology:
This policy paper aims to examine the current startup ecosystem in Egypt, focusing on human
capital management through the lens of the “decent work” framework presented by the ILO.
The core question is: What is needed for startups in Egypt to thrive, and, more importantly,
what can be done to help them provide more decent jobs?
Research data was gathered through primary and secondary resources using different
qualitative research methods. These methods included desk research, a roundtable
discussion with 25 key stakeholders in the startup ecosystem, followed by one-to-one
interviews with 15 experts in the startup ecosystem. The diversity of research methods
was intended to provide a comprehensive and representative overview of the status
of the startup scene in Egypt. This is intended to inform policymakers as they devise
policy options that address gaps in the startup ecosystem, enabling them to create
decent jobs.

Conceptual Framework:
Defining “Decent Jobs”:
According to the International Labor Organization (ILO) “decent work” is defined as
job creation that is of acceptable quality and that follows an integrated and gender
-mainstreamed approach ensuring productivity, freely chosen work, social protection,
rights, and better internal work communication (ILO, 2018). The decent work approach
compares generated employment with the conditions under which workers operate
with respect to rights, voices, and community representation (Burchell et al. 2014).
Local data and measurements investigating the labor market, types of businesses,
regulatory framework, and supportive policies are key variables in the decent work
agenda. These allow for assessment of the quality of work environment in a given context.
According to ILO guidelines for measuring decent jobs in 2018, there are four dimensions
to decent jobs:
1. Employment Opportunities: These are measured by the percentage of firms formally
registered, the number of newly created businesses, and the number of jobs created.
2. Employment Quality: This is related to social security provision procedures, social
dialogue, equal pay between men and women, remuneration as reflected through
time worked, as in cash, and time not worked, as annual vacation, bonuses, sick
leave, other types of paid leave, and flexible working time.
3. Employment Access: This is identified by the relationship between labor demand
and supply and access to the labor market.
4. Employment Skills: These are categorized into basic, core, and technical skills.
They are the knowledge and competencies that enhance a worker’s ability to secure
and retain a job, progress at work, cope with change, and enter the labour market
(ILO, 2018).
Startups that maintain an inclusive workplace culture improve employee performance,
enhance loyalty, and increase retention. This in turn reduces costs associated with
employee turnover, and is considered a long-term investment in human capital (ILO,
2016).
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In the global Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), decent work and economic
growth make up the 8th global goal. This goal(2) of providing an inclusive and sustainable
work environment could be actualized by ensuring sustainable economic growth in
developing countries through promoting diversity, innovation, and economic productivity.
This may be achieved by focusing on labor intensive industries, fostering creativity
and innovation, supporting technological upgrading and bringing added value to the
market through services and products (United Nations, n.d.). At the policy level,
interventions should target economic productivity, create decent jobs, promote entrepreneurship growth, and encourage the formalization of small and medium enterprises through access to finance. The goals also address youth employment through
enhancing education and training, supporting decent work and equal pay, ensuring
labor rights, and providing a safe work environment.
Table 1: What is a “decent job” and what is not?
Startups Utopia
Fair Income
Job Security
Social Benefits
Medical Benefits
Fair Gender Representation
Employee Development Opportunities
No Employees Under 18 Years of Age
Participatory Decision Making
Freedom for Employees to Organize

Startups Dystopia
Pay less than market rate, less than minimum wage, unequal pay
Insecure job, no guarantee for continuation, no written contracts
No pension, no social insurance, insufficient maternity leave
No medical insurance
Discrimination against women and the
disabled
No opportunities for skills development
or employee growth
Child labor
Top-down decision making
No freedom for employees to organize

Entrepreneurship and Startups Defined:
Entrepreneurship is defined as the process of starting a business start-up or other
small to medium-scale enterprise that aims to provide new services or products in order
to generate profit. Enterprises help to achieve economic growth by fostering innovation,
creating job opportunities, boosting local productivity, and achieving steep-growth rates
as compared to regular or mega-scale business (Henry, 2015).
There are different criteria for defining a startup. The Riseup Startup Manifesto(3) defines a
startup as “a company that is scalable and fast-growing, innovation-driven and enabled by
technology, and is risky & deals with high degrees of uncertainty” (Riseup manifesto,
2018).
2- SDGs offer a blueprint to achieve a better and more sustainable future for all through addressing global
challenges including those related to poverty, inequality, climate change, environmental degradation,
peace and justice. https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
3- RiseUp Startup Manifesto: It’s a startup stakeholders document that aims to identify the main
challenges and possible recommendations in the startup ecosystem that must be worked on for better
enabling startups in Egypt.
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According to Steve Blank(4), a start-up is a “company, partnership or temporary organization designed to search for a repeatable and scalable business model” (cited
in Grimaldi & Corvello, 2015). Another approach to defining startups focuses on the
products, services, or business model innovations that could increase macro economic
indicators.
The European Startup Monitor Study focuses on the age of a startup and describes
startups as younger than ten years/five years depending on the sector (Steigertahl,
Mauer, & Say, 2018). Finally, one approach focuses on the risk factors that surround
the startup environment.
In this regard, we can draw different lines between defining startups and defining
SMEs. Startup definitions are associated with innovation, risk, and scalability, while
SME definitions are associated with regulatory constraints including company size,
legal status, and revenue generated. For example, in Egypt, MSMEs are legally registered companies, defined based on the amount of revenue generated, capital, and
number of employees. According to Egypt’s central bank, small businesses generate
more than two million EGP and less than twenty million EGP per year, and employ
fewer than two hundred employees.
All startups have life cycles, though the duration of each cycle differs for each growing
company. As they develop, they pass through six stages.

Startups Development Cycle:
1. Idea development and conceptualization: This is the initial stage of a startup
where a potential product or service idea gives birth to the startup cycle. This stage
is about identifying possible opportunities and threats and designing a suitable
solution (Passaro, Quinto, & Rippa, 2016).
2. Commitment: This stage is about moving from the concept stage to company
creation, where a team is being formed, founders raise money, and milestones are
defined for the first two to three years.
3. Validation: The product/service is on the market and start-ups should be able
to regulate their finances. Validation is the verification of the market opportunities
where potential customers show interest in the idea. This stage includes building
a Minimum Viable Product (MVP) to test market response with minimum risk; It
aims to assess possible scenarios of failure and devise strategies to address them.
4. Scaling and growth: Startups develop new skills and abilities, such as the ability
to handle a greater turnover, to motivate and coordinate employees and delegate
growing tasks and activities, to relate with new customers and suppliers, and to
look for international markets and partners.
5. Establishment: A startup achieves great growth that is sustainable and that easily attracts people and financial resources. It’s a market saturation of the product/
service (Loikkanen, 2016).
6. Exit: This is either an opportunity for a startup to cash out on all the effort and
years of hard work or it can mean shutting down the startup (Shah, 2016).
4- Steve Blank is a Silicon Valley entrepreneur who has changed the way startups are built, how
entrepreneurship is taught, and how big companies and the U.S. government innovate.
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Legal and Constitutional Context in Egypt:
Egypt has been striving to create an enabling environment for local business and international investors to grow their businesses. Investment Law Number 72 for 2017
was issued with the purpose of boosting economic performance, increasing local production, exports, and investments. It was intended to create more job opportunities
for Egyptians and to enhance the economy’s regional competitiveness.
The law offers a combination of support regulations to facilitate and govern local and
foreign investment, provide guarantees and safeguards to investors, and offer investment incentives and corporate social responsibility support among. The most important investment principles include (Articles 3–8) (Hussein, 2018):
1. Equality of investment opportunities and non-discrimination
2. Support for emerging companies, entrepreneurship and micro, small and medium
enterprises (MSMEs)
3. Consideration of the social dimension, public health and environment protection
4. Freedom of competition, prevention of monopoly, and consumer protection
5. Compliance with principles of governance, transparency, prudent management
and non-conflict of interests
6. Stability of investment policies
7. Expedition and facilitation of investors’ transactions
8. Preservation of national security and the public interest
According to the American Chamber of Commerce (AmCham), this policy commitment
will lead to enhancing “quality of opportunity, empower[ing] youth, protect[ing] the
environment and public health, and enhanc[ing] good governance and transparency”
(AmCham, n.d.).

Supportive Ecosystem for Entrepreneurship in Egypt:
Over the past two decades, Egypt’s entrepreneurship ecosystem, participants, and
stakeholders have expanded significantly. Several government support programs, venture
capital funds, and other investment entities have been active. Furthermore, a popular
investment direction is clearly oriented towards technology startups. This is happening
beside an increased number of new incubators and acceleration programs that are
either industry-neutral or industry-specific. We can see new established government,
private, and university-based incubators offering different support packages to rising
startups.
While Egypt’s overall entrepreneurship ecosystem needs development, there have
been significant indicators of improvement over the past few years. This is due to
many successful startups that attract more funding to Egypt and that shed light to the
local regulator on the need to further support the sector. The following figure shows
the diversity of players in Egypt’s entrepreneurship field and the different roles they play
between: funding, supporting, helping with growth, developing talent, and connecting.
Each section in the diagram contains a subsection listing active organizations in that
area.
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Figure II

Source: Egypt Innovate, n.d. Retrieved from: https://egyptinnovate.com/

Examples of Governmental support programs for startups:
• Fekretak Sherketak: “A startup accelerator created to support and empower entrepreneurs
and the startup ecosystem in Egypt'” (Sherketak, n.d.). The literal translation of the
Arabic name is: ‘Your Idea is Your Company’. Fekretak Sherketak was first established
as an initiative under the auspices of the former Ministry of Investment and International
Cooperation (MIIC), and, since mid 2019, under the Office of the Prime Minister. It
aims to support startups through different tracks: comprehensive training, mentorship
sessions, legal advice, networking opportunities with designated governmental entities,
educational opportunities for startups about funding opportunities, and connections to
incubators, accelerators, and angel investors. They also provide a coworking space
for startup teams to work on and develop their ideas, and they conduct bus tours for
university students to educate them about entrepreneurship.
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• ITIDA and TIEC: Both the Information Technology Industry Development Agency (ITIDA)
and the Technology, Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center (TIEC) are government
entities supporting technology absorption and competitiveness. ITIDA has a comprehensive
mission “[t]o play an essential role in the Egyptian IT sector development through:
Identifying the needs of the IT local industry and addressing them with well-designed
programs, policy advice, promoting trade in local and international markets, and being a
strategic advisor to local and international companies” (ITIDA, n.d.). TIEC, launched
in 2010, has a more focused mandate to incubate information and communication
technology (ICT) startups as part of the governmental plan to develop Egypt’s ICT sector.
While providing office space, mentoring sessions and investment opportunities, TIEC
welcomes startups from across Egypt including Upper Egypt and the Nile Delta (TIEC,
n.d.).

Examples of Incubation and Acceleration Programs in Egypt:
The Egyptian economy has witnessed a number of incubation and acceleration programs
and initiatives including the following: (More Information in Annex)
Private Incubators:
• Injaz Egypt
• Startup boot camp
• Flat 6 Labs
• InnoEgypt
• Bedaya
• Endeavor
• Nahdet Al-Mahroussa: Private/Social incubator
Public Accelerators:
• ITIDA: Public incubator
Private/Public Incubators
• EFG-EV Fin-Tech: Private /Public Incubator
• Falak Startups: Partially Government Acceleration
University-Based Incubators:
• AUC Venture Lab
• Nile-preneurs
• FEPS Business Incubator - Cairo University
• Innovation Hub (iHub) - Ain Shams University
These entities offer a cycle admission system for startups, where startups get selected
then engaged in a typically 6-month program offering the following services: training
sessions on various topics, technical mentorship and mentorship pertaining to specific
management topics, funding, public relations and media support, government relations,
investors, networking and more.
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Main Challenges Facing Startups in Egypt:
Startups in Egypt face several challenges that influence their ability to survive and sustain their
presence in the market. The startup ecosystem is a major determinant of a startup’s success or
failure. The startup manifesto (2018) identified several challenges facing startups.
One major challenge is locating and sustaining funding and investment. Startups
have difficulty accessing funding throughout the startup lifecycle as most funding
opportunities focus on the “seed” stage and “expansion” stage(5), which pushes a lot
of startups to close after their seed round. Additionally, the lack of proper financial
knowledge of the startup founders puts them at a disadvantage in terms of not identifying
the potential funding opportunities and during their negotiations with potential investors
(The startup manifesto, 2018).
On the legal and regulatory front, there is a lack of awareness among startup founders
with the Egyptian regulatory system in terms of hiring, contracting, insurance, and
labor rights. This is due, in part, to their inability to afford tailored legal services to
guide them through the processes. In addition, some startup founders lack awareness
of legal procedures and labor rights, which prevents them from addressing legal issues
on a timely basis. Furthermore, neither employers nor employees know their specific
responsibilities and rights due to the absence of clear roles and job descriptions.
Another major constraint is conservative social norms and culture. Due to the novelty of
their approaches and ideas, they are faced with social resistance and limited acceptance
of their products and services. They may also face low levels of enthusiasm from potential
talent regarding joining the startup workforce (Rise up manifesto, 2018).
Moreover, the lack of data and information regarding market dynamics, available opportunities,
existing and operating startups, and case studies of successful and failed startups slows
down the process of market penetration in addition to increasing the chance of failure.

International Experiences of Human Resources Management Issues &
Challenges in Startups
The following section includes selected international experiences from India, Tunisia,
Taiwan and the Silicon Valley region in the U.S. The four cases were selected based
on their reported successful policies in effective human resources management and
development inside startups and their ability to achieve rapid global scalability for
their startups.

India:
The startup Infosys is famous for its employee-focused approach which considers
them to be its greatest assets. The IT startup was the first Indian software company
to appear on the NASDAQ (Cho & Mclean, 2009). The startup hires the best talents
that show, not only high technical competence, but also strategic competence that
includes a high degree of flexibility and learnability which is defined as the ability to
adapt to new situations, identify challenges and opportunities and lessons learned.

5- The seed stage represents the early phases of idea development and consultation and advice
seeking efforts to develop this idea further. The expansion or growth phase represents stable market
presence, where expansion becomes a necessity (Petch, 2016).
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The startup also has human resource development plans that start with allocating
6.5% of its revenue for employee training. Furthermore, its performance-based
compensation is working on stock option plans. The company provides its employees
with leadership programmes through Infosys University. These programmes seek to empower
young talents to move up the organizational ladder to managerial positions at an early
stage in their careers as a retention strategy for its talented employees.

Tunisia:
The Startup Act is a legal framework that includes Law No. 2018-20 of April 17, 2018,
Decree No. 2018-840 of October 11, 2018, and Circulars of the Central Bank of Tunisia
N° 2019-01 and 2019-02. The Act sets the startup labeling conditions, procedures,
time limits for granting and withdrawing the startup label, upon which a startup shall
enjoy several benefits and incentives separating them from the status of corporates.
The Startup Act defines who can call their business a “startup” according to five main
criteria. First, the existence of a company should be less than eight years. Second, the
workforce must not exceed 100 employees, its balance sheet must not exceed 15 million
Tunisian Dinars, and annual turnover must not exceed 15 million Tunisian dinars.
Third, more than two-thirds of its shareholders must be founders, angel or hedge fund
investors. Fourth, any startup must have an innovative business model, preferably
in the IT sector. Fifth, the scalability of its activities must significantly contribute to
economic growth (Tunisian Startup Act, 2018).
Companies that obtain startup designation enjoy a number of incentives and advantages
for their entrepreneurs, for their startup status, and for their investors. First is the startup
grant, which is an allowance given to as many as three founders and shareholders of a
startup to cover their living expenses for one year. Second is state support for the
procedures and costs of registering startup patents at the national and international
levels. Third is a government grant of employment leave of one-year, renewable once.
The beneficiary of this leave may end it during the time limit and return to his/her original
job. Any young graduate, legally eligible for the employment programs provided and
who creates a startup, retains the right to benefit from these programs.
As for the incentives for startup status, the state launched a startups portal to apply for
the startup label and any benefit-related procedures. It seeks to ease the administrative
operations of startups. Moreover, startups are exempted from paying corporate taxes.
Any startup has the right to open a special foreign currency account to manage its
operations, to acquire material or immaterial goods, to create subsidiaries abroad, and
to partner with companies abroad. Furthermore, the limit of electronic cards is raised
to 100,000 Tunisian dinar for startups. With respect to incentives for investors, the
amounts invested by natural or legal persons in startups are fully deductible from the
tax base. In addition, they are exempted from capital gains tax.

Taiwan:
Taiwan achieved major economic growth during the second half of the 20th century
due to rapid industrialization and economic and business measures taken by the
government to boost the business and industrial environments. The country’s growth
matched that of Singapore, South Korea, and Hong Kong and was made known as one
of the four Asian Tigers. Taiwan is one of the leading countries in fostering tech startups.
Taipei was ranked 25th in the global startup ecosystem for advanced manufacturing
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and robotics through focusing on specialized tech clusters and importing foreign talent
(Taipei City Grows Economy with Manufacturing, Robotics, and AI Startups). The
innovation focus of the startups centers on services, products, business models, and
technology. Startups in Taiwan focus on six major areas: retail, IT and commerce,
science and technical services, and platform and e-commerce services (PwC, 2018).
The Taiwan Startup Stadium is a program that aims at boosting the startup ecosystem
by acting as a hub for startup founders to help them market their services and products to international markets. They help startups by:
1. Creating networks among ecosystem players including national and international
startups, accelerators and businesses.
2. Providing coaching and mentoring programs.
3. Creating a platform for startups to showcase their work to other entrepreneurs.
4. Fostering corporate investments and relations with startups. (Startup stadium,
2019)
There are demands for more governmental support through greater variety of funding
schemes, tax incentives, support in expansion to overseas markets, regulations, entrepreneurial
education, investment incentives, and improved infrastructure among others.

Silicon Valley in the United States:
Silicon Valley is the largest hub for more than 2000 innovative technology startups
and companies in the U.S. It constitutes a combination of private sector, academia,
venture capital systems, government investment in research, and an abundance of
entrepreneurs. Several intertwined factors have enabled the Silicon Valley model to
succeed as a hub for tech-focused startups. Connectedness through networking and
specialization amongst stakeholders in the ecosystem is a critical element that helps in
effective collaborations and provision of support, experience-sharing, and mentorship
to young startups. Geographic proximity between companies and startups in Silicon
Valley enables entrepreneurs and founders to collaborate and lobby to obtain benefits.
The entrepreneurial environment in Silicon Valley fosters innovation, risk-taking, and
collaboration as it is supported by a robust legal support system that governs and protects
these collaborations. Moreover, the involvement of high-ranking universities and
research centers fosters entrepreneurial success through evidence-based research
and academia. This helps to create the right pool of talent by connecting research
and curricula to the market needs and requirements of this technology hub. In order
to encourage the acquisition, development and utilization of talent, some companies
provide entrepreneurial support to their employees to encourage them to establish
their own business capitalizing on the talents they acquired while working in these
companies. Potential employees sign short-term contracts that provide them with
freedom to leave these businesses within a specific timeframe to start their own
enterprises. This strategy helps increase work morale and boost employee innovation
and productivity. Such employees are usually highly innovative and productive, and
hence the best resource for early-stage startups. Silicon Valley, however, suffers from
low representation of female entrepreneurs which is capped at 10% as compared to
other major U.S. startup hubs as illustrated below (Maurice, 2019).
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Figure III:

The gap between male versus female founders in Silicon Valley startups in comparison
to three other startup hubs in the U.S. (Maurice, J. (2019).

Field Data: Human Capital Related Challenges:
Based on fifteen key informant interviews and one focus group discussion, many startups
in Egypt face difficulty in their human capital management (HCM) and lack an effective
startup HR framework. This is reflected in the startup’s capacity to provide decent and
productive jobs for its employees and impacts the startup’s growth.

1. Planning Function:
At a startup’s early stages, it faces difficulty in efficiently planning its employment
and talent needs, which is reflected in its hiring strategies and criteria, and on its
organizational structure. The absence of a strategic organizational plan with respect
to long-term objectives, required functions and roles for the startup, and employment
needs in terms of size and specialization drives potential calibers away.
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HCM is not an easy job for startups especially in the early stages of operation. They may lack
the financial resources needed to fully empower and manage their employees. Founders worry
more about the scalability of their products and about innovation than about organizational
culture, or the HCM practices needed, as stated by an entrepreneurship consultant:

“Startups are trying to bring a company to life. This is their first priority...They
can’t manage and echo a corporate-like structure and [have] job descriptions.”
(Personal Communication, January 29th, 2020).
Startups tend to operate through learning by doing and their work is based on trial and
error rather than on formal education. One startup founder said, “Startups are trial
periods.” (Startup founder, interview, February 6th, 2020). A venture capital representative
emphasized the impact of trial and error methods in startup human capital management,

“ Startups tend to work by trial and error when they open a new department.
There is no structure for the hiring process, they open a new department and
they advocate for candidates, without requirements and without a good job
description.” (Personal Communication, January 29th, 2020)
On the other hand, employees have emphasized that this uncertainty and unstructured
work environment is unsettling for them,

“We don’t need trial and error and experiments all the time, we need an education
and to fully understand our role and where we are headed” (Roundtable Discussion,
December 29th, 2019).
The interviewees above perceive that HCM functions are related to large corporations
and are not a priority for small startups, pointing to a lack of awareness about the purpose
of HCM is and how it can and should be implemented even by small enterprises in order to
enhance employee commitment. There is definitely a need for better educating Egyptian
startups about HCM so that they do not continue to learn through trial and error and
waste opportunities in the meantime.

2. Acquisition Function:
• Difficulty of Finding Talent:
Based on the key informant interviews, most interviewees reported that hiring talent is
of primary concern for startups. As highlighted in the interviews, there is a shortage of
talent at both junior and senior management levels of startups, specifically in hard skills
that enable innovation, namely IT, design, and marketing, and in soft skills including
negotiation and communication skills. Interviewees also mentioned flexibility and
adaptability as key skills needed to succeed in a startup environment.
Different stakeholders emphasized the problem of finding the right talent. The director of
an incubator noted, “lack of skilled labor is the main problem faced by startups, not finances”
(Roundtable discussion, December 29th, 2019). A startup consultant observed,
“Startups find a big challenge to recruit the right talents, founders by nature can’t...this
character of confidence and adaptability is not easy to find.” (Personal Communication,
Startup consultant, January 29th, 2020). A venture capital representative emphasized
the shortage of soft skills, “Hiring the right candidate with the suitable mindset and flexible
mentality is difficult.” (Personal communication, January 29th, 2020).
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Furthermore, shortage of talent in the tech sector is not the only obstacle to startup
recruitment. Other functions and positions such as administrative vacancies are difficult
to fill with the right caliber. A startups operations manager reflected that:

“It's difficult to find the right talent with the required skills. Finding technical talents
is easy as they market themselves well through their portfolio, admin positions
are extremely difficult, it's hard to find the caliber even if you will offer them a
good salary due to a lack of soft and language skills.” (Personal communication,
February 6th, 2020).
An accelerator manager emphasized that locating required talent for startups should
be accompanied by efforts to formulate homogenous and robust teams:

“Having a good team is essential for startup growth. If your idea does not succeed,
a good team is capable of developing this idea further and helping the startup
survive.” (Accelerator manager, interview, February, 13th, 2020).
As evidenced above, the problem of finding needed talent is not confined to the
difficulty of finding people with the needed technical skills. Beyond that, there is a
shortage of calibers with the soft skills needed. The problem is further compounded
when startups are looking for people with flexible mindsets that can adapt easily to
the startup culture and work environment, be willing to work as part of a team, and be
persistent on succeeding even when faced with obstacles.
• Brain Drain:
The startup scene in Egypt suffers from a phenomenon of brain drain, where senior
talents leave the country to work in foreign markets, which contributes to an overall
shortage in available talent. An accelerator representative noted:
“I think the main challenges in hiring, startups can’t find good caliber employees and
partners up with them. Tech startups can’t find the main tech talents, especially as
the senior tech talents go abroad. It's very challenging especially that there is a brain
drain.” (Personal Communication, January 29th, 2020).
Additionally, due to a shortage of financial resources, startups at their early lifecycle
are unable to afford talent. Only startups that have grown their capital and diversified
their funding sources are capable of locating and maintaining these talents.

“In Egypt we have a brain drain and lack of talent, and the startups, especially
tech startups [face a problem]... there is a market gap in terms of talent allocation.
Startups with sufficient capital can afford to hire talents from abroad to fulfill
talent shortages”. (Personal Communication, January 29th, 2020).
Others expressed that their recruitment strategies depend on fresh graduates who
have limited experience as those who are talented travel abroad. A startup founder
explained:

“There is a flow of passionate fresh graduates. Although their salaries are very
limited and suitable for startups, they don't have enough experience because
most of the talents travel abroad. The demand for qualifications is higher than
the supply in the market.” (Personal Communication, January 30th, 2020).
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As evidenced by the above three quotations, the difficulty of acquiring needed talents
to work in startups is further compounded by the phenomenon of ‘brain drain’ where
the best talents leave Egypt in search of better job opportunities. Those competent
calibers that remain in Egypt are sometimes found to be too expensive to hire by
startups, so startups end up young people who have passion but lack competencies,
for the lack of other options. The demand for talented calibers to work in startups is
higher than the market supply.

• Gap Between Higher Education Curriculum and Entrepreneurship Market Needs:
In 2017, Egypt ranked very low with respect to academic training in entrepreneurship
at the high school and university levels (Ismail et al., 2018). Due to the lack of an
integrated curriculum in many Egyptian universities that promotes entrepreneurship
and teaches the principles and skills required to establish enterprises, many entrepreneurs
face difficulty finding the right pool of graduates to join their startups. The literature
demonstrates a discrepancy between market requirements and the higher education
curriculum and that there are limited opportunities to access entrepreneurship
education in undergraduate studies. (The Startup Manifesto, 2018). This was further
emphasized by our interviewees. A legal expert in startups explained:

“There is a discrepancy between market requirements and higher education
curriculum. Some universities now partner with corporations to provide specialized
technical courses that will cater to the needs of these corporations. The education
system is developing slower than the economic system, which reflects on the
characters, skills and willingness to learn of potential candidates.” (Personal
Communication, January 29th, 2020).
Although the discrepancy between university curricula and labor market needs has
always been highlighted as a problem area, until today it has not been resolved. There
are scattered efforts in some universities to develop incubators and venture labs, as in
the Faculty of Economics and Political Science at Cairo University, and at the American
University in Cairo. However, the gap still remains.
One startup founder highlighted his outreach strategy, explaining:

“Our startup only focuses on four universities to locate talent needed for our
business as they equip their students with information and skills that qualify
them to work in enterprises. We do not consider any other resumes coming outside of
these universities as they lack basic understanding of work in startups” (Roundtable
Discussion, December 29th, 2020).
The stakeholder was referring to the four main universities in Egypt: Cairo, Ein Shams,
the German University in Cairo, and the American University in Cairo. Until now, graduates of
other private universities, according to some startups, may not be considered as having
the employability skills needed. It is noteworthy that all four universities marked as
acceptable sources of entrepreneurial talents are located in Cairo.
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• Local Geographic Discrepancy in Representation:
Moreover, Egypt faces a geographic talent gap due to the internal migration of the most
talented calibers to Cairo from the other governorates. An accelerator manager noted:

“There is a problem with startups in governorates as they copycat ideas in Cairo
and try to implement them in their governorates as they don't tailor them to fit
their context. Also when there are competitions, they develop really good ideas
but they don't go further due to lack of resources and support programs”.
(Accelerator Manager, Interview, February 13th, 2020).
The above statement points to a problem of centralization in Egypt at large, where
the best services, educational or otherwise, are centralized in the capital city of Cairo,
leaving the governorates always at a disadvantage.

• Gender Imbalance:
Businesses led by women have a lower probability of continuation as compared with
those led by men. The issue of gender must be examined in the context of Egypt,
where there is a relatively high female enrollment rate in higher education in general,
and in science and engineering in particular (Ismail et al., 2018), yet women do not
show a comparable rate to men in sustaining their startup businesses. The gender
balance is not the same in all types of startups. As explained by an IT startup founder:
“We have three females, one in HR, one is a developer, and one in testing, where one of
them is a mother. In fact, fresh graduates from tech are more males, 15%. This must be seen
in the context that the enrollment of women in the faculty of engineering is weak compared to
men. In operations, the participation of women is low because we work with factory workers
and it’s a tiring job for women.” (Personal Communication, January 30th, 2020).
In 2010, female enrolment in higher education in fields of basic science was higher than
men at 54%, and medicine at 57%, while in engineering it was only 28% (Megahed,
2010). This partially explains the disparity in numbers when startups work with factories.
Another issue that was raised is the difference in financial compensations between
males and females working in startups. A legal consultant emphasized that this gender
pay gap is due to the fact that “men are more willing to negotiate their salaries and
benefits, while women shy away from asking for their rights” (Legal Consultant, Interview,
January 29th, 2020). Perhaps this is something that females should be alerted to
more, in order not to forgo their right to equal pay.
Some female interviewees have highlighted issues of harassment and abuse from other
ecosystem players especially in activities related to training and mentorship.
“Some training providers make unacceptable gestures and advances on us because
they know that we need them as we cannot afford to train our staff on our own''. (Startup
Employee, Interview, February 8th, 2020).

• Difficulty Retaining Talent: High Turnover, Micromanagement, Low Pay, Stressful
Work Environment:
Generally, most entrepreneurs report that entrepreneurship is a tough and stressful
job with extended working hours, high risk, and a high level of uncertainty. All these
factors increase the rate of turnover. Most interviewees have expressed micromanagement
as a primary factor leading to turnover:
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“Micromanagement hinders creativity and slows down progress. Many founders
lack skills such as delegation, task assigning, job descriptions, evaluation systems and milestones. The pressure of work makes you overlook the humanity of
your employees.” (Personal Communication, February 8th, 2020).
Many interviewed employees reported that micromanagement and lack of democratic
decision-making are caused by the inexperience of startup founders as:

“People are well-educated but not entrepreneurship educated. So the bosses
often abuse everything at the start, and they hire very young personnel who are
not experienced.” (Roundtable Discussion, December 29th, 2019).
In addition, there is a low level of enthusiasm by a potential workforce to join startups
partly due to weak financial offers as compared to other employers. This is in addition
to the sense of insecurity surrounding work in startups, an unfair compensation system,
lack of medical or social insurance, absence of a salary grading scheme, lack of incentives
to stay, and a stressful work environment. A representative from the International Labour
Organization (ILO) elaborated:

“Internal culture needs to be more respectful towards employees and to reward
employees much more if the business is doing well, but this doesn’t happen in
the market, when business wins more they don’t offer extra perks, they try to
squeeze their employers for more work without any extra recognition or benefits.”
(ILO Representative, Interview, January 29th, 2020).
Moreover, a challenge that was highlighted throughout the research process was the
absence of an engaging, inclusive, and integrated work culture and internal management
within startups. This is reflected in the absence of a shared vision and values, and the
lack of effort exerted towards building a sense of ownership. Additionally, an unfriendly
physical space can drive employees out of startups. Another interviewee stated:

“We have a problem with management…..as we didn’t have the experience ..[we
were] always running around and trying to cover the tasks that came up along
the way.” (Personal Communication, February 8th, 2020).
Previous communications with different stakeholders show that there are many reasons
behind the difficulty faced in retaining talent within startups. Complaints were voiced
about the lack of managerial skills in general and HCM skills in particular among startup
managers. As a result, employees in startups suffer from micromanagement, unfair
compensation, lack of recognition for good performance, stressful work, limited perks
and benefits, and a general feeling of job insecurity.

3. Development Function:
Developing talent is another major concern expressed by many interviewees. Because
startups depend on young fresh graduates with limited experience, they require a lot
of technical development training and entrepreneurship education. However, because
most startups have very tight budgets, they can’t afford to educate their employees.
Rather, they allocate any extra budget to improving sales and investment. As one
founder notes:
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“There is no process for development, because there is no time, we [give more
time and effort] to making the operations smoother and increase revenue”.
(Personal Communication, January 30th, 2020).
Some governmental entities such as GAFI and the Ministry of Communications and
Information Technology are providing training programs, but one of the weaknesses of
these government-initiated training programs, highlighted by one startup founder, is
that training centers are not located in central Cairo, but are at the fringe of the city
which makes them inaccessible to many. Another major problem is that training centers
are Cairo-focused, which puts the other governorates at a disadvantage.
The absence of training opportunities and clear career paths for employees leads to
the high turnover of startup human capital.
“We have a flat hierarchy in our startup, this gives no career path. For example, unlike
corporations where you have a good manager who coaches and trains you, we don't
find that in a flat hierarchy; employees do self-learning.” (Personal Communication,
January 29th, 2020).
In addition, there is a lack of specialized support from incubators, accelerators, and
mentors, tailored to the specific needs of startups across Egypt. Moreover, interviewees
emphasized the repetitive training they receive from incubators, accelerators, or
investors which sometimes doesn’t fit the context the startup is working in, which
makes the training counterproductive. One startup consultant noted,

“Startups don’t have learning plans for individuals, but they get exposed to
programs from incubators or accelerators, but it becomes repetitive. Incubators
and accelerators put obligations to attend their technical program regardless
whether you know the training and if you don’t attend you will be deprived of
their networking or financial opportunities. In fact, accelerators only offer generic
sessions that don’t cover most of the specific training required for the startup.
You gain experience and knowledge but you need someone to walk with you step
by step.” (Startup Consultant, Interview, February 8th, 2020).
Another startup founder elaborated on this point,

“As far as I know there is no program that supports the area of human [capital]
management. Even if, for example, Falak gives training ...at the end of the day
it’s only training and not a capacity building program.” (Startup Founder, Interview,
January 29th, 2020).
Furthermore, one of the startup founders elaborated the negative indirect impact that
can be generated from the acceleration period:

“The support for startups: It’s fragile. Startups can’t depend only on accelerators
or training programs. if the startup did not survive on its own, I don’t think
the accelerators’ input would be an addition. Accelerators create a protective
environment for startups and once it’s finished and startups go to compete in
the actual market, the reality is different and startups fail. The business model
of startups must be tested before the acceleration period, and then see how this
model will grow further.” (Personal Communication, February 6th, 2020).
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Most of the above quotations point to the importance of not only investing in the training
and capacity building of employees within startups, but also of having training accessible
to Cairenes and non-Cairenes. They also point to the importance of offering long-term
capacity-building opportunities focused on HCM.

4. Sanctions: Contracting and Benefits
Data from several informant interviews have highlighted the issue of legal and fair
contractual terms imposed by startup founders on employees. Some startups abstain
from providing contracts to their employees as a cost reduction mechanism, and some
only start to develop and offer contracts to improve their business profile in order to
attract funds. One startup founder asserted,
“Work flow was not affected by the absence of contracts, but since we are looking for
investors to expand our business to regional and international markets, we need to
adjust that to enhance our profile.” (Personal Communication, Riseup Summit,
December 6th, 2019).
Some startups offer unlawful contractual terms and clauses such as “obliging employees
who leave before the end of the year to pay a year’s salary to the startup”. (Roundtable
Discussion, December 29th, 2019) Some startups force their employees to sign their
resignation with their employment contract to be able to terminate them without notice.
Additionally, “Under Egyptian law, there is no regulation for overtime hours and required
compensation. Also, there is no clause specialized for women”, such as maternity leave
policies, which makes it hard to govern related contractual terms. (Roundtable
Discussion, December 29th, 2019).
There is a gap in startup-specific regulations and policies such as registration process, taxation
scheme, and subsidized insurance plans. This constitutes a burden on startup resources as
the startups do not possess sufficient financial resources to provide medical and social
insurance for their employees, nor time to handle the complexity of bureaucratic papers.
Because the formalization of a startup’s status is costly, many operate in the shadows or only
provide medical and social security to two or three employees. One founder noted:

“It’s an overhead to do the bureaucratic papers and taxes. If someone imports
something, it’s a nightmare. Laws are very old. In addition, early-stage startups
are not like corporations that have legal and financial departments to regulate all
the required papers. There is another problem, because of the low number of
individuals in startups, the cost of social security is 20% more because startups
are treated as individuals and not as a company”. (Personal Communication,
January 30th, 2019).
Cost reduction has a number of implications for startup growth and credibility,
employment sustainability, and legal action. In terms of attracting investments and
sustaining business, one informant provided an example illustrating how the absence
of benefits impacted his company:

“A startup I know of that doesn’t have any medical or social insurance for its
employees, has just lost a three million dollar deal because one of the donor
requirements was to have insurance plans for the employees. Cutting insurance
from the budget can maximize profit in the short term, but not in the long term.”
(Roundtable Discussion, December 29th, 2019).
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The absence of benefits has implications for work morale as it results in high turnover due to
distrust and insecurity on the part of employees, which, in turn, reflects on their commitment
to the organization. Lack of planning results in startups’ inability to provide medical benefits
as some startups account for a specific number of employees to receive benefits and, if the
team expands, they are unable to provide the rest with the same benefits.

Policy Options:
Policy Option I: Designing a comprehensive government startup support
framework:
This involves the provision of governmental support to startups through a package of tailored
legal services, policies and incentives that meet the needs of the startup ecosystem:
Governmental policies and initiatives play a critical role in creating an enabling environment
that supports the growth of a friendly startup ecosystem, which will reflect on the quality
of job opportunities provided by startups and make them more aligned with the decent
work agenda. Some governmental initiatives and accelerators empower startups to kick-start
and expand their business activities by providing funding opportunities, capacity building,
mentorship, and networking opportunities with government officials. However, a framework
that differentiates between startups, SMEs, and corporations is still needed. In this regard,
the General Authority for Investment (GAFI) should elaborate a startup framework that
defines a startup according to several criteria: number of employees, annual turnover,
capital, and years of establishment, to be able to tailor targeted incentives, services,
policies and initiatives and to differentiate startups from the regulatory processes that
govern corporates. The government can contribute to making the startup ecosystem
more friendly by implementing some of the following measures:

1. Customized Regulations, Incentives, Support Programs, and Services
Governmental entities like the Cabinet of Ministers, GAFI and the Tax Authority can
make the startup ecosystem more attractive and friendly for entrepreneurs through
diverse interventions and policies. Several research informants have highlighted the
importance of customized legal packages for startups in the form of tax exemptions for
at least eight years from the startup’s founding and fully subsidized social and medical
insurance for startup employees. These incentives will ensure that startups can sustain
their activities by easing the financial burden, being able to attract talented employees,
and providing a decent work environment.
Moreover, this support framework will contribute to enhancing startup portfolios,
incentivize them to base their operations locally, attract global investors, and expand
startups’ business beyond local markets to address global needs. Incentives for startups
could include wage subsidies to help elevate the financial burden for startups and make
salaries more attractive to potential employees. Moreover, the government should make
available co-working spaces for startups such as the one provided in GAFI across
different geographical areas to help founders through the first cycles of idea development.
Furthermore, the Central Authority for Organization and Administration (CAOA) and
Administrative Control Authority (ACA) should help in addressing corruption and
inefficiencies in governmental institutions, namely the Labour Bureau(6), to facilitate
6- The Bureau offers services such as monitoring the commitment and compliance of enterprises
and businesses by the Egyptian Labour Code and raising awareness regarding labour rights and
responsibilities (Hassan, 2018).
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the work of startups. Many research informants reported problems with the labor office
in terms of complexity of procedures, bribery requests, and the lack of clarity with respect
to complaint and dissent systems. Measures should include ensuring proper law
enforcement through designing a better governance framework for agencies working
with startups and establishing a clear complaint system where startups can voice their
concerns to designated authorities.

2. Digitalization of Governmental Services
Most research participants, whether working in startups, incubators, or accelerators,
stressed the importance of digitizing public services. The provision of an online and
on the ground one-stop shop where any entrepreneur is able to access these services
at a single point, will facilitate the legal and human capital management processes for
startups. GAFI should launch a website that provides digitized one-stop shop services
and accessible online portals that offer information and guidance to startups on matters
such as how to start a business, registration processes and requirements, legal procedures,
labor office functions and locations, existing initiatives and support programs, and
capacity-building and financial support opportunities. The website should also include
a Startup Jobs portal where job opportunities at startups can be posted. There should
also be a mechanism to receive feedback from entrepreneurs. This can be used to test
demand for ideas or to provide existing companies or ecosystem providers feedback
about their services in an anonymous setting. It can also provide a frequently asked
questions section to address concerns and questions by startups.

3. Decentralization of Government Support Services
In order to ensure decent job provision by startups at a local level, there is a need for
decentralized government support. In order to enable startups in governorates to thrive
and access support programs and services, there is a need to establish local business
development centers that will help establish local ecosystems in Egyptian governorates.
An on-the ground one-stop shop can be sponsored in the Micro, Small, and Medium
Enterprises Development Agency (MSMEDA) hubs that are available across all governorates.
The hubs are a decentralized government body that offers localized support services
to MSMEs located in governorates. The one-stop shop can provide startup-specific
regulations and procedural help in terms of business registration, employee contracting,
and social security benefits that take into consideration the different types of startups,
their sizes, types of operations, and capital.

Policy Option II: Strengthening the Human Capital Management component in
startups through capacity building and awareness raising activities
2.1. Building startup capacity in the domains of HCM, legal commitment, and labor
rights and responsibilities through training and mentorship opportunities
There are several capacity building opportunities available for startups through different
venues and providers such as incubators, accelerators, and GAFI, among others. However,
as mentioned previously, not all opportunities address in-depth issues related to HCM
and the decent work framework. Furthermore, GAFI should further enhance and expand
capacity building opportunities provided for startups to address HCM.
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Several governmental institutions have launched initiatives that aim to support Egypt’s
startup ecosystem through different hubs and entities. As a measure to address the lack
of awareness and expertise in HCM and the absence of business talent, the government
is to provide a comprehensive package of training, capacity building, and mentorship
programs that address legal, technical, and human resource management gaps within
the ecosystem. The establishment of national training institutes in different governorates
under GAFI will guarantee access to training and information to startups across Egypt.
On the model of Greek Campus, these national training institutes need to be in the
center of each city to facilitate its accessibility for everyone.
Furthermore, GAFI should provide a consultation service where any startup can enjoy
it for a reasonable price. The ideal consultant will have worked in or have experience
with the startup journey, and can then build tailored strategies and action plans based
on a startup’s needs. Moreover, GAFI authority and Fekretak Sherketak need to sponsor
major networking events such as Rise Up and to set u[ a regular booth that can provide
the recent work of the unit, their programs, and their services.

2.2. Creating HCM and Legal Awareness about Rights and Responsibilities
Awareness regarding HCM practices, labor-related legal procedures such as contracting
and benefits, and fair labor rights was one of the most highlighted challenges raised
throughout the research process. In order to help startups provide a decent work
environment for their employees, awareness-raising activities sponsored by ecosystem
support players such as incubators and accelerators should be organized to educate
and highlight issues regarding HCM practices in the entrepreneurship field. These
activities can include training opportunities, sessions at startup summits such as Riseup
and Hackathon, email communications, outreach on social media platforms, and
engagement with entrepreneurial opinion leaders.

2.3. Developing a Startup Ecosystem Code of Ethics:
In addition to incorporating HCM components in their training and mentorship programs
targeting startups, incubators, accelerators, entrepreneurship hubs and other
stakeholders in the ecosystem should develop a code of ethics. The ecosystem’s code
of ethics will aim at governing cooperative and operational frameworks amongst startups.
One major component that should be addressed in the code of conduct is ethical
principles and guidelines concerning HCM with respect to employee rights,
fair contracting, tangible and intangible benefits, representation by women, positive
culture, and labor code violations. This ethics code will foster transparency and
accountability among stakeholders, will help address gaps in managerial practices,
and will raise awareness among both founders and employees regarding labor rights,
best practices, and legal channels of support and complaints.

Policy Option III: Integrating and capitalizing on Corporate Social Responsibility
to support the startup ecosystem
Corporates can support startup ecosystems through their CSR programs. To elicit the
core objective of this policy option, GAFI and the Tax Authority could incentivize large
enterprises through tax cuts or exemptions to support and expand these initiatives.
Corporate-startup partnerships have the potential to provide meaningful benefits to
both parties, as large companies benefit from resources, expertise, capital, and networking
opportunities that startups aspire to access. Such partnerships would benefit startups
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by providing support to human resources functions, leadership programs, conferences,
mentorship, and workplace culture management.
Evidence from several informants shows that founders and employees who had previous
experience in multinational companies are more aware of, and experienced in,
the internal management of startups. Hence, GAFI can support exchange programs
between corporations and startups where employees from startups serve in corporations
and observe their technical and support programs in legal, finance, and human resources
departments.
Looking more in depth, there are different types of mentorship that corporations can
provide to startups such as leadership mentoring provided by corporate leaders. They
can also provide sector-specific mentorship, especially marketing, which is widely
needed by startup founders. At the same time, marketing services are usually very
costly, so founders need business skills to learn and understand the market themselves.
In terms of enhancing HCM, corporations can mentor startups to structure their human
resources needs and management. They can train and pay the salary of one HR
employee for one year of planning HR needs, hiring cycles, designing detailed job
descriptions, and establishing a salary grading scale. The HR employee will also assist in
promoting positive work culture through arranging travel, conferences, field training,
and promotion of one-to-one dialogue, which would all be funded by CSR initiatives.
This positive work ethic will increase team productivity, team dynamics, interpersonal
skills, internal communication, and sense of ownership within the startup.
One aspect of the mentorship program is the Hackathon program which aims to bring
different startup teams together in corporations, to identify problems, recommendations,
pitch learning, and to test their model on the ground in order to better upgrade their
business model and sustain the startup.

Policy Option IV: Upgrading and linking higher education curriculum to meet
entrepreneurship market needs
One of the key success factors for startup growth, and, by extension, economic growth,
is the Human Resources Development practices that aim to improve individual, group, and
organizational effectiveness. (Cho & Mclean, 2009) Providing basic business education
on how to start, manage, and grow a business in areas such as marketing, finance,
operations, and strategy, is essential to expanding the base of potential skilled
entrepreneurs.

4.1. Curriculum Development
This policy option stands for the need to achieve significant changes in the curriculum
for higher education, and the need to continuously update the curriculum according to
the economic situation and entrepreneurship market needs. As one interview highlighted,
“economic systems develop faster than the education system”. (Legal consultant,
Interview, January 29th, 2020) Hence, prior to establishing a startup, there is a need
to focus on data-driven entrepreneurship education. Additionally, founders need to
learn how to strategize the tasks and functions that will be needed to sustain the business
and to retain its human resources. In parallel to entrepreneurial education, there is a
need to test the startup’s business model on the ground to determine whether or not
it will find a base.
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4.2. Establishing University Training Hubs:
The Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research (MoHESR) needs to establish
and strengthen incubators and accelerators for startups, working as decentralized training
hubs in all universities across Egypt. These training hubs will act as entrepreneurship
centers that will offer education, mentoring, and a friendly workspace. These training
hubs will provide a research hub with the purpose of providing context-fit solutions
with reasonable prices to address challenges facing startups, particularly in other
governorates.
These training hubs must partner with several other organizations in the ecosystem
and HR consultancy services to strengthen HCM. Thus, all potential candidates from
these training hubs will benefit from long-term capacity development programs. These
programs will partner with several faculties and professors from different backgrounds
according to the developmental area needed to provide specialized technical courses
on finance, marketing, legal advice, hiring strategies, planning HR needs, and salary
grading system. The capacity building program will include critical skills such as
language, communication and interpersonal skills, cultural mindset, critical thinking,
process-focused problem solving, and leadership programs.
These training hubs will also have monitoring and evaluation and impact-focused
studies on the targeted startups and students. These impact studies will provide data
on the sustainability of businesses after taking part in entrepreneurship education and
capacity building programs, identify lessons learned, success stories, and challenges
for further developing the research lab on entrepreneurship in Egypt. Another tool
that can be used to measure progress in developing human resources inside startups
is Environmental and Social Governance (ESG) which is measured by indicators and
a scoring system. If the score is low, then an improvement plan must be established.

4.3. Internships and Scholarship Opportunities:
Students should be provided with internship opportunities that will equip them with
experiences and the knowledge to build their talents and entrepreneurial capacities.
This will be further strengthened by giving startups an opportunity to join career fairs
to attract more students and normalize working in startups. It will allow students to
gain experience and exposure and spread awareness about the nature of startup work
and the required skills.
MoHESR could contribute to improving entrepreneurial knowledge in terms of foundations,
skills, and processes by providing scholarship programs for university students.
Through these scholarships, students will be equipped with the technical and operational
knowledge to help improve the startup scene.
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Policy Option V: Enhancing partnerships between startups, civil society organizations
(CSOs), and international development partners:
Civil society organizations (CSOs) and international development partners play a significant
role in supporting and sustaining startups’ activities by providing tailored capacity development
programs, research and consultations, networking opportunities, and funding.

5.1. Maximize benefits provided by CSOs and International Development Partners
to Startups:
The government needs to cooperate with CSOs and international development partners
like the ILO, GIZ, UNCTAD, Drosos and Enpact through the Ministry of International
Cooperation to ensure that more funding goes to promoting job creation within startups.
CSOs can also help in connecting startups with HCM consultancies or specialists beginning
with planning their HR needs, acquisition, development and sanctions.

5.2. Support to Startups in Human Capital Development (HCM):
International non-governmental organizations need to support youth and adults, as
several informants from the roundtable discussion agreed that successful startups
are run by staff who are older than thirty years. International organizations are development
partners who provide technical training for startups. One existing example is the
International Labour Organization (ILO) providing startups with tailored programmes and
technical training on how to create a business plan. It also hosts several entrepreneurship
summits that aim to promote Egyptian small businesses. International organizations
can help build an accountability system inside startups where there is a clear reporting
system of dissent and complaint. They can also provide a friendly space for entrepreneurs
to work to improve team productivity.

5.3. Specialized Mentorship to Startups Through a Human Capital Management
Fund:
The proposed HCM fund would ideally offer expert mentorship services in the field
of HCM to startups who apply and request these services. It would be tasked with
following up and guiding implementation of HCM functions with the startup
and periodically provide reviews and assessments for HCM functions within startups
until they reach maturity. Suggested stakeholders who might contribute to the success
of such a fund include HCM experts in multinational corporations and other ecosystem support agencies. The HCM Fund may also help with documenting the work of
startups for knowledge sharing purposes and for deriving lessons learned that may be
beneficial to others in the field.
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Policy Options Analysis:
Policy Options

Advantages

Disadvantages

Policy Option I:
Providing
comprehensive
government
support

Comprehensive
support
by different
government
organizations
would promote
a more friendly
ecosystem for
startups

- Lack of
ownership due to
cross cutting
activities by
different
government
offices
- The need for
strong political
will
- Requires
considerable
time to build
consensus and
align interests

Political/Technical/Economic and Administrative
Feasibility
- Feasible
- Needs good coordination
of efforts by different
government organizations
- Requires government
organizations to be willing
to accept foregone
revenues as a result of
reduced taxes and
additional benefits offered
to startups

- HCM may not receive
as high priority as other
managerial and business
related functions
- Requires the cooperation
of civil society and the
private sector
- Developing a code of ethics
is not costly but challenges
arise with respect to
implementation and
adherence
Policy Option III: Building
Requires a
- Corporations’ resistance
Capitalizing on
relationships,
considerable
to the idea of developing
CSR to support
exchanging
amount of effort startups’ human resources
startups
expertise on the to provide
and managing the
technical and
diligent guidance workplace’s internal
human resources
culture
levels, shifting
- Dependence on
costs from
negotiations with
government
corporations that have
to the private
strong HR operations
sector
Policy Option II:
Strengthening
HCM in startups
through capacity
building and
awareness raising
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Would help
startups
overcome many
challenges
related to job
creation

Cost intensive
as funds are
needed for the
capacity building
and awareness
raising

Recommendations

Policy Option IV:
Linking higher
education to
entrepreneurship
market needs

Empower
students:
Entrepreneurship
education will
replace the
trial and error
approach used
by startups
especially in the
field of human
resources
management,
and will
decrease the
gap between
higher
education and
the market’s
needs.
A lot of
potential
benefits can
accrue to
startups

Policy Option V:
Enhancing
partnerships
between
startups, civil
society
organizations,
and
international
development
partners
			

- Cost of
mobilizing professors
- Awareness
sessions for
students
- Cost of
partnering with
other crucial
entities in
Human
Resources
Development
(HRD)
- Requires a long
duration in order
to see the
project’s
impact
Competition
over available
resources and a
possible culture
of dependence
in startups

- Students aren’t interested,
bureaucracy may be
resistant to change
- Requires a long-term
investment and monitoring
in the process of
empowering startups and
testing their model on the
ground, and
empowering students and
their innovative ideas.
Also, the cost could be
lowered if the MoHESR
expands its partnership
with other key players in
the ecosystem such as
International NonGovernmental
Organizations (INGOs).
- Feasible
- CSOs and Development
Partners have other
priorities besides offering
assistance to startups
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Conclusion & Recommendations:
After reviewing the pros and cons of the various suggested policy options the following
is the recommended path forward in order to better sustain startups, enable them to
thrive, and allow them to offer more decent jobs:
It is recommended that we start with the government placing the role of startups in creating
decent jobs high on its agenda and initiating the recommended Comprehensive Support
Program (Policy Alternative #1). This will entail tax breaks, paid leaves, and grants
to change the startup ecosystem to make it more friendly. This policy option requires
a strong advocacy campaign by affected stakeholder groups. A government startup
support framework is feasible on political, economic, administrative and technical
fronts. Politically, the policy aligns with the economic and social commitments of
the National Sustainable Development Strategy 2030. It reinforces the objectives of
economic development, fostering innovation, human development, enhancing market
competitiveness, and promoting quality of life goals. As for economic and administrative
feasibility, the government framework builds on the existing support programs and utilizes
existing governmental entities and units. Moreover, this policy option is technically
feasible, as governmental entities have the technical capacity to promote the decent
work agenda through their many capacity building tracks and accelerator programs.
Next, we recommend capacity building and awareness raising for startups regarding
Human Capital Management functions and procedures. To overcome the inhibiting
potential costs entailed, this should be an effort coordinated by the government but
relying mostly on funds allocated through multinational organizations, civil society
organizations, and international development partners (Policy Alternatives 2, 3 & 4).
This option is technically and administratively feasible and the government can rely
on partners to implement the HCM capacity building programs, including the National
Management Institute, affiliated with the Ministry of Planning and Economic Development,
and various public or private universities.
Finally, Policy Alternative # 4, regarding coordination between higher education and
market needs, can be pursued as a long term goal. The idea of realizing a better match
between higher education and the labor market has been on the forefront of the public
agenda for a long time so it is politically feasible. Implementation leading to fundamental
changes in the status quo is not expected to take place in the short run, and that is
the reason it has been considered a less pressing policy alternative.
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ANNEX:
Questions Used During Roundtable Discussion
• What is the reality of decent jobs in Egypt’s startups?
• What is your understanding of startups versus MSMEs?
• What are good practices you have witnessed in startups with respect to personnel
management ?
• What are negative practices you have witnessed in startups with respect to personnel
management?
• As a startup, have you received any previous external support toward your personnel
management ?
• What are the support programs that helped you as a startup in personnel
management?
• What are the main challenges facing startups in Egypt?
• What are the problems /challenges startups face with their personnel management
cycle?
- Planning: Are you capable of identifying your HR needs early on?
- Acquisition: Do you think that Egyptian university graduates meet your HRM
needs?
- Development: Do you offer any skills development training to your employees?
- Sanctions: What is your relationship with the Labor Bureau?
• Which human capital process is the most hindering to startups: planning, hiring,
management, sanctions? Why?
• To what extent are employers in startups willing to move towards more decent
jobs? What is feasible? Pay, security, participatory decision-making, equal
opportunities?
• What are the best international experiences for startups people management
support programs? And local?
• What are the characteristics of the job that attracts employees to join a startup?
Pay, environment, etc.
• What set of experiences are lacking by startups to plan for employee hiring and
talent acquisition? What are the most common tools used in the Egyptian context?
• How do startups manage their payment grading schemes?
• How do startups design their promotion schemes? Can you give us examples?
• What are the benefits startups can offer to be more competitive and what are the
missing benefits?
• In what ways can startups promote internal positive work culture? Can you provide
examples?
• Where can startups provide training for their employees?
• What are your recommendations for overcoming challenges faced by startups in Egypt?
• Who are other experts to interview?

Semi Structured Interview Guide:
Challenges:
• What in your opinion are the main challenges facing startups in Egypt?
• What are the problems challenges startups face with their personnel management
cycle?
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Human Resource Management Functions in Startups:
• Planning: Are you capable of identifying your HR needs early on?
• Acquisition: Do you think that Egyptian university graduates meet your HRM
needs?
• Development: Do you offer any skills development training to your employees?
• Where can startups access training services for their employees?
• Sanctions: What is your relationship with the Labor Office?
• Which human capital process is the most hindering to startups: planning, hiring,
management, sanctions? Why?
• What set of experiences is lacking from startups to plan for their employees
hiring and talent acquisition? What is the most common tool used in Egyptian
startups?
• How do startups manage their payment grading scheme?
• How do startups design their promotion scheme for employees? Can you give us
examples?

International and National Experiences:
• What are the best international experiences for startups’ “personnel management” support programs? National experiences?
Factors That Attract Potential Employees to Join Startups:
• What are the characteristics of the job that attract employees to join a startup?
Pay, environment, etc.?
• To what extent are employers in startups willing to move towards more decent
jobs? What is feasible? Pay, security, participatory decision-making, equal opportunities?
• What are the benefits startups can offer to be more competitive and what are
the missing benefits?
• In what way can startups promote internal positive work culture? Examples?

How to Overcome Challenges:
• What are your recommendations for overcoming challenges faced by startups in
Egypt?

Wrap-up Questions:
• In a nut-shell, what can different stakeholders do to help startups offer more
decent jobs?
• Is there anything else you want to share with us about the topic?

Recommended Interviewees:
• Who are other experts/stakeholders to interview?
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Examples of Local Initiatives for better HCM by Startups:
There are a number of active private and incubation and acceleration programs in
Egypt, including:
- Injaz Egypt: http://injaz-egypt.org
- Flat 6 Labs: https://www.flat6labs.com/?lang=en
- Falak Startups: http://falakstartups.com/Contact/
- EFG-EV Fin Tech https://www.efgev.com
- Startup boot camp https://www.startupbootcamp.org/accelerator/fintech-cairo/
- Nahdet Elmahroussa http://www.nahdetelmahrousa.org
- InnoEgypt https://eu-innoegypt.net
- Bedaya: https://gafi.gov.eg/English/Howcanwehelp/Pages/Bedaya.aspx
- ITIDA https://www.itida.gov.eg/English/Pages/default.aspx
- AUC Venture Lab https://business.aucegypt.edu/centers/vlab
- Nile-preneurs https://np.eg/
- Endeavor http://endeavoreg.org/

Entrepreneurship Networks in Egypt:
• LEEP for Collaborative Impact https://www.leep4impact.org/
• Egypt Innovative https://egyptinnovate.com/en
• ElRehla https://elre7la.com

Legal Support Services:
• The Legal Clinic https://thelegalclinics.com

International Donor Funded Support Initiatives:
• Oxfam Thrive Program Egypt https://vc4a.com/oxfam-sme-development-program/oxfam-thrive-program-egypt/
• Enpact Startup HauseStart http://startuphaus.org/about
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The Public Policy HUB
Where Rigour Meets Creativity
The Public Policy HUB is an initiative that was developed at the School of Global
Affairs and Public Policy (GAPP) in October 2017. It was designed to fill in the policy
research gap. It provides the mechanism by which the good ideas, plausible answers,
and meaningful solutions to Egypt’s chronic and acute policy dilemmas can be
nurtured, discussed, debated, refined, tested and presented to policymakers in a format
that is systematic, highly-visible and most likely to have a lasting impact.
The Public Policy HUB provides a processing unit where policy teams are formed on
a regular basis, combining experienced policy scholars/mentors with young creative
policy analysts, provide them with the needed resources, training, exposure, space,
tools, networks, knowledge and contacts, to enable them to come up with sound, rigorous
and yet creative policy solutions that have a greater potential to be effectively advocated
and communicated to the relevant policy makers and to the general public.
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